Some personal reflections on Fukushima, 7/29/12...
I'd love to take a minute to dig deeper into something I've been thinking about
when we talk about nuclear power, we're not just talking about generating the energy that
lights your light bulbs, we're talking about the power that runs countries, starts wars, and
amasses trillions of dollars for itself, to protect itself and grow more powerful
this is the cliff we're up against in this critical situation, the sheer power of political/media
collusion and corruption that props up and profits from the nuclear industry, it's what got us
into this mess and is blocking any intelligent effort to get out of it
and I say critical because the extinction of the species is a possible outcome... radiation
doesn't only cause cancer and leukemia, it attacks DNA and perverts our gene pool we are
facing an exponential rip in the fabric of reality for generations to come
so when we talk about changing energy directions - I see it as hinging on a spiritual shift as
much as green alternatives
we need to re-invert the values that organize our world, and it won't be easy
especially because it's normal to have a moment of despair, when the dinner party is
chattering on while a terrifying fire is raging in the kitchen
your fellow Americans are exhausted by the obvious and numb to solutions, and our kids
have retreated into WTF mode, but we must get past that
this nuclear threat we're struggling with may actually be the urgent nudge we need to make
the long overdue but absolutely necessary leaps to evolve, to earn the planet we've been
gifted with
Fukushima Response, and our guest Mr. Yamada are calling for an international effort to
address this crisis while we can, and that's will require a huge shift that starts with you,
here tonight
can you imagine what a genuine international effort to put out this fire would do to
nationalistic tension?
a global fire brigade: people and governments working together to pass the water, sharing
ideas and expertise to put out a fire that, at the moment, no one on this planet knows how
to put out
not to mention freeing ourselves from the corporate stupidity and cupidity that got us into
this mess informing and mobilizing people to demand that we try, this could be the real
revolution transform or else, is the way I see it and that is one of the most exciting
prospects I've ever felt myself to be a part of
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